
Present Perfect Passive Form

Name: Date: __/__/20__

When I left my own house, I expected to be absent but five months, and I
________________ by events to an absence of five years.
1.

(lead)have been led

Somehow this baby _______________________ for mine.2. (substitute)has been substituted

We shall be satisfied when those rights _________________ as secure as
the faith and the freedom of the nation can make them.
3.

(make)
have been made

A copy of a 1727 edition _______________________.4. (not/locate)has not been located

Poetry _________________________ in the general revival.5. (not/neglect)has not been neglected

The distinction between philosophers and poets
_______________________.
6.

(anticipate)has been anticipated

Matthew Arnold's verdict ________________________.7. (not/reverse)has not been reversed

A new aquatic sport ____________________.8. (invent)has been invented

This school _____________________ on a year schedule.9. (organize)has been organized

When, under circumstances which so seriously compromise her pride, a
woman ________________ to laugh, she is finally committed.
10.

(make)has been made

The whole original tribes _____________________ from this sacred
territory.
11.

(expel)
have been expelled

Other than the corrections noted by hover information, printer's
inconsistencies in spelling and hyphenation _____________________.
12.

(retain)
have been retained

As he has never settled the accounts of his mission, no further information
____________________.
13.

(receive)has been received

Their plan _________________________________.14.
(print/and/disperse)

has been printed and dispersed

It _________________ the most potent form of argument.15. (find)has been found
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Credit ___________________ on a large scale.16. (misuse)has been misused

_____________________________________!17.
(how often/this logic/use/?)

How often has this logic been used

But unfortunately we know also, that a particular person
___________________ with instructions for us, these five months, who
neither comes nor writes to us.

18.

(charge)
has been charged

I __________________________ from the day of my birth.19.
(misunderstand)

have been misunderstood

Ah, mother, I _____________________ of you so long.20. (deprive)have been deprived
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